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ABSTRACT
The following paper describes a user-interface written for use with the HETERO module
-of the SUPREM 3.5 Gallium Arsenide process simulator. The interface allows the user
to easily view and choose all of the available growth, material, dopant, and grid
characteristics., The interface is based on the Motif widget set, the X Toolkit Intrinsics
Library, XLib, and the X Window System in order to give maximum portability across
hardware, operating systems, and window managers. The advantages and
disadvantages of building an application using the Motif widget set are examined.
1
1. Introduction
1.1 SUPREM 3.5
SUPREM 3.5' is a simulation program that models most of the common
processing steps used in the manufacture of gallium arsenide (GaAs) integrated circuits
(lC). It models the physical structure and impurity and defect distributions along a line
that runs perpendicular to the surface of the wafer. In order to delineate the
distributions through the various layers of a device, SUPREM represents the device
structure as a one-dimensional grid. The grid is superimposed along the vertical line
mentioned above and is broken up into anywhere from two to five hundred node
points. A cell is considered the region between two adjacent nodes. The physical
properties of the material, the dopants, and the defects are considered constant within
a cell. Nonuniform spacings between nodes are used so that critical regions of the
device can be calculated with more precision. [1]
SUPREM is divided into separate modules, with each module simulating a
specific processing step. In the current version of SUPREM the user can specify the
characteristics of the WAFER, DEPOSIT a layer of material, ETCH parts of the surface,
IMPLANT an ion, DIFFUSE and activate at high temperatures, and calculate the
threshold voltage (VT) of the structure. Although SUPREM provides most of the
/
common steps of processing, it currently does not have a module to simulate homo or
--------
Suprem 3.5 is a trademark of Stanford University.
2
hetero molecular beam epitaxial growth, which are widely used methods of layer
growth in the manufacture of GaAs les.
1.2 HETERO User Interface
While a module HETERO is currently being developed to fill this void, SUPREM's
current user interface was examined. Users communicate with SUPREM via batch-
mode input. Each line of input specifies a module call and provides the required
material and dopant values and optional grid characteristics through command line
options. It was desired that SUPREM evolve into a more user-friendly environment,
beginning with HETERO. Such would enable the process engineer running SUPREM
to easily view and specify available structural and growth information. This has led
to an obvious decision to employ a graphical user-interface (GUI).
-1.3 X Window System
Because of its widespread use and its hardware- and operating system-
independence, the X Window System 2 was the natural choice as the basis for the
interface. X encompasses a multilevel programming environment, a display manager,
an application protocol, a library for creatinguser interfaces (UI), and a collection of
client application programs. X does not require a particular type of window manager.
It can operate under a real-estate driven, tiled, or click-to-type manager, etc., or even
no manager at all. It is considered the de facto standard for distributed window
---~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
management and graphics applications. X software is unique with respect to other
2 The X Window System/is a trademark of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technorogy.
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windowing systems, as it was designed to provide the mechanism for building a UI
without mandating any particular style for that interface. The programmer thus has
the flexibility to style a given interface as seen fit.
1.4 XLib
Xlib3 is the C language library to Version 11 of X and represents the lowest
level of programming interface to X. With this library a programmer can write
applications with an advanced UI based on windows, with complete network
transparency, that will be portable across many platforms. [4]
. 1.5 Xlib Limitations
Although Xlib is powerful enough to write effective applications without
additional software tools, from a programmer's standpoint it does have its limitations.
For one, the library isnot object oriented. There is no basis of windowing "objects".
One of the biggest drawbacks of Xlib is that windows cannot monitor themselves, and
thus the programmer must code the "while" loops to catch events in a window,
making it difficult to simultaneously loop for events occuring in more than one window.
It is difficult to read a simple string entered from the keyboard - each keystroke must
be handled as an individual event, and the type of the event's data converted and
concatenated to the whole string. In addition, the programmer must code window
reconfigurement when a window is resized, either by the user or by the window
manager. The user must also code redrawing for window exposures. Furthermore,
3 XLib is a trademark of the X Consortium.
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extensive window and icon information must be defined and passed to the window
manager each time a top-level window is created.
1.6 X Toolkit Intrinsics
To simplify development of an X application and to solve the limitations
described above, the X Consortium standard includes an object-oriented C library called
the X Toolkit Intrinsics (Xt)4. Xt is one programming level above Xlib, and provides
library routines for creating UI components called widgets, using widgets, and
modifying existing widgets. A widget is a reusable, configurable piece of code that
performs independently of the application, except through predefined interactions. For
example, a PushButton widget can draw and redraw itself, highlight itself when it is
clicked on with the mouse, and respond to a mouse click (or other user-defined stimuli)
by calling an application routine, referred to as a callback procedure. These actions
previously had to be monitored by the programmer. The use of widgets facilitates
separation of the application code from the UI code. Widgets include such UI elements
as labels, text-entry areas, scrollbars, command buttons, dialog boxes, popup or
pulldown menus, and drawing areas. Moreover, there are widgets called managers,
whose duty is to control the layout of other widgets, so that the application does not
have to supervise widget placement when the application is moved or resized. Again,
in keeping with the X philosophy of "mechanism, not policy", the widgets that Xt
supplies are generic in nature and impose no UI policy whatsoever. Instead, Xt
provides the general mechanism for the programmer to produce reusable UI
components that can be collected in libraries for use by the application. [6]
4 The X Intrinsics Toolkit is a trademark of the X Consortium.
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1.7 Widget Sets
A library of ready-to-use UI components is defined as a widget set. A widget
set is a collection of widgets that supplies commonly used UI components incorporated
with a consistent appearance and user interaction (often described as "look and feel").
The Xlib and Xt layers are standard because they can support any kind of interface.
It is the widget set that actually imposes UI conventions. Based on Xt's elemental
classes, a widget set defines a complete set of widget classes, sufficient for most UI
needs.
1.8 Motif Widget Set
The proposed standard for GUI widget sets is Motif5 . Motif provides the
widgets, plus an assortment of utility and convenience functions for creating groups
of widgets that are used collectively as a single type of UI element. The Motif
MenuBar, for instance, is not defined as a particular widget, but as a collection of
widgets (namely the RowColumn and MenuShell widgets) plus resource settings,
pieced together by one convenience function.
Figure-J., depicts the class hierarchy of the Motif widget set. The shaded
regions comprise the base Xt classes, while non-shaded regions show the Motif
subclasses. Widgets inherit properties from their parents and ancestors in the class
hierarchy. [8]
The Motif Primitive widget class encompasses the commonly seen elements of
a window, such as PushButtons, Scrollbars, and Labels. The Primitive widget class
provides its subclasses with common resources, including window border attributes,
5 Motif is a trademark of Open Software Foundation.
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Figure 1 Class Hierarchy of Motif Widget Set
(adapted from Motif Programming Manual, p779).
highlighting, and help with keyboard traversal. The Primitive itself inherits basic widget
behavior from the Xt-defined Core widget, such as capability for background colors,
translation actions, and so on. By definition, every widget has its own X window, and
thus is capable of its own exposure redrawing, event notification, and other functions
to make it as self-sufficient as possible.
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Equipping each widget with its own window simplifies many programming
responsibilities. Unfortunately, a window is somewhat of a complex, heavyweight
object. A typical GUI application may use hundreds of widgets. With so many
windows, system performance may decline. In response to this situation, Motif
developers introduced the Gadget class. Gadgets include a group of smaller, simpler,
windowless widgets which lighten the system performance load by being less self-
sufficient than other widgets. Without an X window of their own, they are entirely
dependent on their parents for functions such as exposure redrawing, highlighting, and
event notification. There are gadget versions of many Primitive widgets, including
ToggleButtons and Labels. They function similarly to their Primitive counterparts, but
lack their self-sufficiency and thus must be parented by a Manager widget.
The Motif Manager class serves two main purposes: to manage the sizes,
positions, and input focus model of the widgets they contain, and to provide special
support for gadgets. They are tools available to help the programmer layout the
application, and can best be visualized as boxes in which to store things. Boxes can
be placed inside of other boxes, whether or not they also contain other items, to
organize things in the window.
The Motif MenuSheli and DialogSheli widgets fall under the Xt Shell class of
widgets which contains the parenting widgets to every window that can be placed
independently on the screen, including top-level windows and dialog boxes. To the
user, Shell widgets are obscured by the widgets contained in them, but they have the
important task of communicating with the window manager on behalf of the
application. A MenuShell suports either a Popup or a Pulldown menu pane, while a
DialogSheli supports a DialogBox.
8
Individual widgets that are subclasses of Motif's main classes will be described
in detail as needed later.
1.9 Motif Programmh~Q--:-Considerations
Application
User Interface
Other
Libraries
Figure 2 User-Interface Library Interface Guidelines
(adapted from Motif Programming Manual, p 18).
While Motif greatly eases the burden of building applications and helps ensure
adherence to UI standards for GUls, truly robust applications require the application
programmer to posses an in-depth knowledge of Xt and Xlib. When the Motif library
does not provide the functionality needed for a particular situation, widgets can be
imported from other toolkits or written from scratch using Xt or even Xlib. Any type
of graphics rendering, such as a paint program's drawing area, relies on direct calls to
the Xlib library.
For the sake of well-designed applications, a programmer should try to use the
highest-level library whenever possible. Using Motif-specific widgets and functions
instead of writing the equivalent using Xt or Xlib will conceal many details the
programmer would otherwise have to handle himself. Doing so will reduce code
9
complexity and size, and keep applications more maintainable. Figure 2 illustrates the
guidelines for library interfacing for an application's components. Well-designed
applications keep the UI code separate from the application code as much as practical.
Theoretically, the UI portion of the application should call only Motif, Xt, and Xlib
libraries. This will increase the portability of at least the UI across multiple platforms.
The application containing the program's functionality borders the UI, the operating
system, and other libraries (ie. math, etc), since it may need to interact with all layers
of the windowing system. [8]
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2. HETERO User-Interface
2.1 HETERO User-Interface Goals
The goal of the HETERO UI was to have the application generate a SUPREM-
compatible data file that can be executed as a batch file to call the appropriate
SUPREM modules. The UI I')eeded to be designed to show the user all available data
variables, along with all possible options. The user thus would have complete
information at his fingertips, rather than having to page through a manual trying to see
if an option he wants even exists, in order to write a batch file by hand. Also needed
was a graphical drawing of all the layers for the user to view the overall structure of
the device. Furthermore, a convenient way of loading an existing data file, and saving
the current data to a file, was also desired.
2.2 Main Window
The HETERO UI used Motif 1.1.36 to draft five major windows: the Main
window, the Grow window, the File Selection window, the Material Characteristics
window, and the Grid Characteristics window. Subsidiary windows include the help
dialogs for each window, and the error and question dialogs. When the UI is first
invoked, the Main window appears, displaying a DrawingArea and a MenuBar. Buttons
clicked in the MenuBar's PulidownMenus or PulirightMenus prompt one of the four
other major windows to be managed. (Managing a window causes it to appear on the
6 Motif version 1, revision 1, patch 3.
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display). The DrawingArea shows the current sequence of layers of the device
structure.
2.3 File Selection Window
If the user chooses to load or to save a file, the File Selection window appears.
This window displays the current directory view, a list of its subdirectories, a list of
its files, a selection area for keyboard input, and a few command buttons. From this
window the user can readily find an existing file, or create a new one.
2.4 Grow Window
Should the user elect to add, edit or insert a layer onto the existing device
structure, he would click the appropriate button in the MenuBar, causing the Grow
window to be managed. There the user may choose the material, dopant, growth
method, various material data (x and y material composition subscripts, etc), and
growth information (partial pressures, growth rates, etc) to characterize that layer.
2.5 Material Characteristics Window
The Material Characteristics window displays each of the six available materials
(GaAs, InP, Al(x)Ga( 1-x)As, In(x)Ga(1-x)As, Al(x)ln( 1-x)As, AI(x)ln( 1-x)As(y)P(1-y)),
plus a list of their associated characteristics. The list includes parameters such as
density, dielectric constant, bandgap, etc. The user may customize any of these
values and save them in an auxiliary file (associated with the current data file), for later
use by SUPREMo
12
2.6 Grid Characteristics Window
Similar to the Material Characteristics window, the Grid Characteristics window
allows the user to customize the grid options, which consist of minimum cell
thickness, number of cells in the layer, and so on. Again, the values will be saved in
an auxiliary file for SUPREM's reference.
Each of the five main windows will be described much more extensively in the
next chapters. Their functions will be outlined, their widget hierarchies detailed, and
their callback procedures described.
13
3. HETERO Main Window
3.2 Mainwindow MenuBar
As mentioned earlier, the MenuBar is not an actual widget, but is a combination
of RowColumn and MenuShell widgets, together with resource settings that enforce
homogeneous RowColumn children. A RowColumn widget is a manager that organizes
its children widgets in either a row or a column. Homogeneity infers that if one
Rowcolumn child is a PushButton widget, all the other RowColumn children must also
14
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Figure 3 HETERO Main Window
be PushButton widgets. Figure 4 represents the Main window's widget hierarchy. The
RowColumn's children are all PulldownMenus, which also are not actual widgets but
15
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Figure 5 Main Window MenuBar
are a combination of widgets and settings, joined by a Motif convenience function.
A PulldownMenu is comprised of a MenuShell whose only child is a RowColumn. Also
needed is a CascadeButton widget or gadget. Although the CascadeButton is not
created as part of the MenuBar, it must be linked to the bar as its title, and will pop
the menu when ·pressed. All available Main window MenuBar widgets (excluding the
Delete and Insert Pullrights) can be seen in Figure 5.
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3.3 File PulldownMenu
PushButton
cadget
irLoad"
CascadeButton
gadget
"File"
Figure 6 File PulldownMenu Widget Hierarchy
Figure 6 depicts the File PulldownMenu widget hierarchy. Even though the
children of this RowColumn are all PushButton gadgets, PulldownMenus do not require
RowColumn children homogeneity. Otherwise, Labels, Separators, PushButtons, and
PullrightMenus occupying the same pulldown, as users are accustomed to seeing,
would be restricted.
Each of the PushButton gadgets has associated with it a callback procedure.
Once the relationship between a widget and callback procedure is specified by the
programmer for a certain event, the widget automatically calls the procedure when
such an event occurs in that widget. The programmer no longer needs to code the
event-handling loop, as was required when programming with Xlib only. More than
one callback may be specified for an individual widget, for the same type of event, or
for various types. Also, relationships between widgets and callbacks may be added
or deleted dynamically in an application. Once the call to begin processing events is
made, Xt will dispatch the event to the respective widgets. The widget routes the
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event to the application through the callbacks. The application code is considered
event-driven since it does nothing until prompted by a user event.
The File Pulldown Menu provides the following functions:
1. Load: ill'lpOl"t and existing SUPREJi-colllpatible data file.
2. Save: save the current device inforPlation to a SUPREH
compatible data file.
3. New: clear all existing la~ers to start with the 1.5
~icron substrate.
4. Cancel: cancel file pulldown lIlenu
5. Help: displays this window
6. Quit: exits HETERO
Ok 1\
Figure 7 File PulldownMenu Help Dialog
~e II
If the 'Load' button is pressed, a callback procedure is invoked that manages
the File Selection window. The callback also makes the appropriate validity checks on
the file chosen by the user. Choosing the 'Save' button calls a different callback that
also manages the File Selection window, but performs different checks. Should the
user click on the 'New' button, a QuestionDialog will appear asking the user if he is
certain he wants to clear all of the current layers. If yes, all layer variables will be
reinitialized to their default values, the layer count set to one, and the device structure
in the DrawingArea redrawn to reflect the changes. This is similar to clearing a
/-
current drawing in a paint program, or starting a new file in a word processor. The
'Cancel' button unmanages the Pulldown. The 'Help' button will prompt a HelpDialog,
as seen in Figure 7, explaining the File menus's features. Lastly, if the user chooses
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the 'Quit' button, a QuestionDialog will appear, asking the user if he is certain he
wants to quit HETERO. If yes, the UI is exited.
PushButton
gadget
"Add"
CascadeButton
gadget
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PushButton
gadget
·Cancel·
liushButton
gadget
"Help"
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Edit
PushButton
gadget
"9'
PushButton
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"1"
PushButton
gadget
·0"
, ..
. .
. .: : : ;
: : : :
: CascadeButton :: :
: gadget 1 : :
"Choose layer
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Figure 8 Grow PulldownMenu Widget Hierarchy
3.4 Grow PulldownMenu
The 'Grow' PulldownMenu widget tree, shown in Figure 8, has both PushButton
gadgets and PullrightMenus as Rowcolumn children. PullrightMenus are similar to
PulldownMenus, except they are displayed from an element of another menu, rather
than from a MenuBar element. Like the PulldownMenu, a Pull right consists of a
MenuShell and a RowColumn, together with a CascadeButton. The RowColumn will
be an element in the Pulldown, and thus its label will be displayed along with the
,Add', 'Cancel', and 'Help' PushButtons. The CascadeButton is linked to the Pullright
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as its first item. Therefore, the label 'Choose layer to edit' will be seen directly above
the PushButtons '0' through '9'. The Delete and the Insert Pullrights are the same as
the Edit Pullright, except for their corresponding RowColumn and CascadeButton
labels. The Delete RowColumn has label 'Delete' and its CascadeButton has 'Choose
layer to delete'. The Insert RowColumn has label 'Insert', while its CascadeButton has
label 'Choose layer to insert ABOVE'.
If the 'Add' button is clicked, a callback procedure will display the Grow
window. Adding a layer increments the layer count and makes the new layer the
topmost layer on the device. If the user wishes to edit an existing layer's data,
he must use the 'Edit' button's Pull right to click on the desired layer number. The
editing callback procedure must be linked to each of the layer number buttons, not to
the 'Edit' RowColumn widget itself. Once a layer is chosen, the edit callback
procedure will be called, which displays the Grow window.
The layer number PushButtons were implemented in such a way that only the
buttons of layers that currently exist will have their sensitivities set to True. If a
button's sensitivity is False, its label will be grayed out, and it will be unresponsive to
any events. As an example, if three layers currently exist, buttons '0', '1', and '2',
will have active sensitivies, and all other buttons will be deactivated. This was done
for validity reasons, since the user should not be able to edit layer 7, if such a layer
does not exist. Each time the number of layers is changed by adding or deleting a
layer, clearing all layers, or loading a file, the sensitivities must be updated. This was
all implemented by the programmer. The use of sensitizing and desensitizing buttons
saves the application from having to continually recreate the Pullright (a time-
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consuming task), with only the current number of layer buttons, each time a change
occurs.
The Grow Pullclown Menu provides the following functions:
1. Add: add a la\jer to the top of the existing device.
2. Edit: edit a current l~.
3. Delete: relllOVe a current lCl\jer
4. Insert: insert a new la\jer betllleen two existing l~.
5. Cancel: cancel Grow Pulldown Menu
6. Help: displa\jS this window
Ok 1\
Figure 9 Grow PulldownMenu Help Dialog
~ II
. The Delete Pullright functions in the same manner as the Edit, except that once
a layer number is chosen, that layers's data is removed, and the layer count
decremented. The Grow window does not need to be managed for this case. The
Insert Pullright also functions like the Edit, except the new layer will be added above
the chosen layer. For each of the 'Add', 'Edit', 'Delete', and 'Insert' options, the
DrawingArea subsequently will be redrawn to reflect any changes. As would be
expected, the 'Cancel' button cancels the Grow Pulldown. Choosing the 'Help' button
manages a HelpDialog, shown in Figure 9, that explains the features of the Grow
menu.
3.5 Define PulldownMenu
The Define PulldownMenu widget hierarchy, as seen in Figure 10, consists of
four PushButtons as RowColumn children. Choosing the 'Material' button invokes a
21
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Figure 10 Define PulldownMenu Widget Hierarchy
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Figure 11 Define PulldownMenu Help Dialog
callback procedure which manages the Material Characteristics window. Likewise, if
the user chooses the 'Grid' button, a callback routine will be invoked which posts the
Grid Characteristics window. Figure 11 shows the HelpDialog that is managed if the
'Help' button is selected. 'Cancel' deselects the Define pulldown.
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3.6 Help PulldownMenu
AovvColurnn vvldget
Ca.:sca.deButton
gadget
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Figure 12 Help PulldownMenu Widget Hierarchy
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T~e III-V integrated circuits. While SUPREH si~lates onl~
GaAs devices, HETERO also allows si~lation of In?, AIGaAs,
AIInAs, and AIInAsP devices
The growth of a la~er can be specified in one of four wa~s:
1. La!:jer composition, thickness and doping concentration as
supplied b!:l the epitaxial Il\aterial grower.
2. Growth rates of individual CO!Ilpounds, such as those
Pleasured b!:l RHffi.
3. Partial pressures of the nolecules such as those measured
by the beam flux gauge.
4. Source furnace temperatures.
HElERO allows the import of an existins SUPRErI-colIlflatible
device data file, and also provides the ~ns to save such
files.
Further help is available at each window.
1---------------------1-
II Here II
Figure 13 Help PulldownMenu Help Dialog
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The Main window's Help PulldownMenu widget tree; shown in Figure 12, has
only a 'Help' button to choose. Doing so will invoke a callback which manages a
HelpDialog, explaining HETERO in general. Refer to Figure 13 for this dialog.
3.7 DrawingArea Widget
The majority of the Main window's area is consumed by a DrawingArea widget,
where the current state of the device is drawn. A DrawingArea is a two-dimensional
array of pixels with defined width, height, depth, and screen coordinates, and is the
only Motif widget that has the capacity for free-form drawing within it. Xlib library
calls are used to create each rectangle that represents an individual layer of the
device. The bottom layer is always the substrate. The material, vertical thickness,
and the dopant and dopant concentration are written within each layer, again using
Xlib calls. Each layer is numbered, with the substrate having the lowest number, zero.
SUPREM allows a maximun of ten layers per device. The HETERO UI assures that the
user does not exceed this limit.
SUPREM also specifies a maximum thickness of 1.. 5 microns for the sum of all
the layers. The layers are drawn according to their relative thicknesses by employing
a simple algorithm. The total 1.5 microns is divided into small increments of equal
thickness. A layer's thickness is found as a whole number of those increments. If a
layer's thickness is less than that of an increment, its drawing thickness will be
rounded up to one increment. Although making the number of increments very large
increases the accuracy of relative thicknesses between layers, the increment must be
" large enough to draw the layer information within it.
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When the UI program is first invoked, no layers have yet been specified.
Therefore, the supporting substrate layer is shown with the device's maximum
allowable thickness of 1.5 microns. The thickness of any layer added to the device
will be substracted from the substrate's thickness, and checks made to ensure that the
maximum thickness is never exceeded.
Each time the user finishes changing a layer's structure information, the layers
are redrawn to reflect the changes. The layers and text are not actually drawn directly
into the DrawingArea widget, however. They are first drawn to a Pixmap which is of
the same dimensions as the DrawingArea; then the entire Pixmap is copied to the
DrawingArea. Like a DrawingArea, a Pixmap is a two-dimensional array of pixels with
specified dimensions, except the Pixmap is off-screen since it has no screen
coordinates. Graphics operations can be applied to the Pixmap, but a Pixmap can
never be displayed on the screen. Its use is mainly for that described above. Since
at all times the Pixmap has the most updated version of the DrawingArea's contents,
it can be used to quickly refresh the DrawingArea on exposure, rather than having to
redraw all of its components.
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4. HETERO File Selection Window
4.1 File Selection Window Description
The File Selection window is based primarily on the Motif FileSelectionDialog.
Created by a Motif convenience function, this dialog consists of a DialogShell with a
FileSelectionBox child. All the components of the window, as seen in Figure 14, are
part of the dialog's definition. The only programmer-defined aspects of the window
needed for this application are the callback functions for the 'Ok' and 'Help' ~uttons.
Filter
)IhoPleIPL118a1gkIll2IPROJECT1*
Directories Files
A
o
1<1
A c
hetero
hetero.c
hetero.cH
salllPle
salllPle.aux1
salllple.aux2
salllPle.aux3 'i/
DI>I
qklll2JPROJECT/.
gkJn2/PROJECT/••
gkJn2/PROJECTIHAKE
gklII2IPROJECT1HAKE_21
Selection
[~8a/gkIll2lPROJECTI I
1~1\~II~II~1
Figure 14 File Selection Window
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QThe window allows the user to view the file and subdirectory names contained
in the directory named in the 'Filter' TextField. (A TextField widget is a single-line text
The Fileselection window allows seaming of directories to view
their Slbdirector:i and file nallles. To load a file, it JIlUSt be
SUPREH ~atible. That is, each line of the file ~t be of
the fOMl:
Hetero ~aterial la~er_thickness
or hetero ~terial la~er_thickness dopant dopant_concentration
The file JIlUSt also have associated with it three auxillaf1j
files, of the SaMe Mille as itself but with the suffixes .auxi,
.aux2, .aux3 appended respectiYeI~
The first holds the growth lIlethod infQl'1l\Cltion. Depending on
whether the l~ lllaterial is of bin<!r:l, ternar~, or quat~
cCl'lf>OSition, the cofllPOSition llIethod will be one of the three
f~:
CoIripos i t ion
~ition x_subscript(x)
CoIriposition x ~subscript(~)
A layer specified ~ growth rates will be of one of the for~:
Rate g-owth_rate(gr) growth_tillle(gt)
Rate x gr 91" gt
Rate x ~ 91" 91'" gt
A layer specified by the partialpresstres Iilethod will be of one
of the f~:
II ~e II
I
Figure 15 File Selection Window Help Dialog
editor). The user can scroll through the lists and click (or hit 'Return') on a choice.
The Selection TextField lets the user enter a file or a directory name, not necessarily
contained in the current directory view. The 'Filter' button refreshes the lists for the
newly entered directory, while the 'Cancel' button unmanages the window. The 'Help'
button prompts a programmer-specified callback that manages a HelpDialog. This
dialog explains how to use the File Selection window, and how the window will check
for SUPREM-compatibility on the chosen file. Refer to Figure 15 for the HelpDialog.
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4.2 Loading a File
If the window was invoked by 'Load', once the user presses 'Ok', a callback
opens the chosen file. All the appropriate verifications are made to ensure the file
exists and is readable. Since a SUPREM-compatible file must have three auxilj-ary files
associated with it (of the same name as the first, but with the suffixes ".aux1",
".aux2", ".aux3" appended respectively), the procedure also checks that these files
exist and are readable. If an error occurs, the callback will post an ErrorDialog to
report the offending file. Otherwise, the first file will be read.
Each line of the first file must contain the following items to designate one layer
of the structure: 'hetero', material type, material thickness, dopant type, and dopant
concentration. The dopant and concentration are omitted if none are used in that
layer. The material and the dopant are character strings, the thickness in real number
format (in microns), and the concentration in scientific notation (in atoms/cm3).
Should the file deviate from this format, an ErrorDialog will appear naming the file and
the exact variable in error. The values read are stored in temporary variables so that
if an error occurs in one of the four files, the previous layer values will not be
destroyed. Once the four files are read correctly, the temporary variables will be
copied to the current layer variables, the layer count set, and the DrawingArea
updated.
4.3 First Auxiliary File
After the first file is read without error, the first auxiliary file (filename.aux1),
will be read. Each line of the file corresponds to one layer, and gives data on the
growth method of that layer. The user can specify the layer growth in terms of
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material composition, growth rates of the material's binary components (GaAs, InP,
AlAs, or InAs), or the partial pressures of the Type III elements of the material (Ga, In,
or AI). Depending on whether the layer material is of binary, ternary, or quaternary
composition, the composition method can have three different forms:
Composition
Composition x subscript(x)
Composition x y subscript(y)
For the growth rates method, the three types of composition have the respective
formats:
Rate growth rate(gr) growth time(gt)
Rate x gr gr gt
Rate x y gr gr gt
For the partial pressures method, they have the form:
Pressure partial pressure(pp) cell temperature(temp) gt
substrate temperature(subst)
Pressure x pp temp pp temp gt subst
Pressure x y pp temp pp temp gt subst
As an example, the user may want to specify layer 1 in terms of growth rates. If he
chooses Al(x)Ga(1-x)As, he must choose values (or leave the default values) for the
x subscript, the growth rate of GaAs (microns/hour), the growth rate of AlAs, and the
growth time (minutes). If those values are 0.1, 45.0, 52.0, and 60.0 respectively,
that line of the first auxiliary file will be:
Rate 0.1 45.0 52.0 60.0
If the user wanted to specify input in terms of the partial pressures and he chose
AI(x)ln(1-x)As(y)P(1-y), he would need to give values for the x and y subscripts, pp of
the In cell (Torrs), cell temperature of In (K), pp of AI cell, cell temperature of AI, the
growth time, and the substrate temperature (K).
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Like the first file, the first auxiliary file is stored in temporary variables until the
latter two auxiliary files are read in correctly. Then the temporary values will be
transferred to the current growth variables.
4.4 Second Auxiliary File
As mentioned earlier, each of the six available materials has associated with it
a list of characteristics. The second auxiliary file (filename.aux2) holds this data, so
that the user may customize the values for a particular device. The properties include:
material type
molecular weight
density (gm/cm3)
atom/cm3
bandgap (ev)
conduction band density (gm/cm3)
valence band density (atoms/cm3)
. dielectric constant
intrinsic carrier concentration at 300K (atoms/cm31
pre-exponential constant (atoms/cm3)
exponential activation energy (degrees)
temperature exponent.
Each line of the file is of the form: characteristic value1 value2...value6, where value1
corresponds to GaAs, value2 to InP, etc. An ErrorDialog reports the variable at fault
should a format discrepancy occur. Again, all values are read into temporary variables,
and later transferred.
4.5 Third Auxiliary File
The third auxiliary file (filename.aux3) is reserved for the grid characteristics.
The options available are:
verbosity level
nominal internode spacing (microns)
location of nominal internode spacing (microns)
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minimum cell thickness (microns)
number of cells used in the layer
The last variable is an integer, and all others are of type real. Each line of the file will
be read in the format: characteristic value. An ErrorDialog posts on error. Once this
file is read correctly, its temporary variables, and those of the other three files will be
transferred to the current variables.
4.6 Saving a File
If the File Selection window was invoked by the 'Save' button, once the user
presses 'Ok', a callback checks if the chosen file already exists. If so, a
QuestionDialog will appear querying if the user wants to overwrite the file. If yes, the
callback will write the data for the four files in the proper format.
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5. HETERO Grow Window
5.1 Grow Window Description
• I] Grow WindowjlOJllIJI ' ~
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Figure 16 Grow Window
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The Grow window, as seen in Figure 16, displays all the information necessary
to specify a layer. Such data ranges from the layer's thickness, to the substrate
temperature. All the default property values, or previously selected values, are
available for the user to alter if desired. A separate RadioBox exists for each of the
growth method, material composition, and dopant sets. A RadioBox is a collection of
Togglebuttons of which only one can be "on" at a time. The parent of the Toggles is
actually a RowColumn whose radioBehavior resource is set to True. A ToggleButton,
in turn, is a widget that acts like a switch - it is either in the "on" or the "off" state.
Each of the values that is currently "on" in the RadioBoxes determines what
properties are shown in the layer characteristics list. Each time a change is' made in
one of the radios, a callback procedure, which is linked to every ToggleButton in the
window, updates the list to display only the relevant properties. For instance, if
Pressure is chosen in the growth radio, InP in the material, and Si in the dopant, the
list will display the following elements and their values:
thickness
dopant concentration
pp of In
temperature of In cell
growth time
substrate temperature
If the user should then change the material to AI(x)ln( 1-x)As(y)P(1-y) the list would be
updated to contain:
thickness
dopant concentration
x subscript
y subscript
pp of In
temperature of In cell
pp of AI
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temperature of AI cell
growth time
substrate temperature
A TextField widget, labeled 'Selection', allows the user to enter a new value
from the keyboard. Hitting 'Return' in the field will prompt a callback to replace the
currently selected list element with the new value. Before this is done, however, the
callback will check that the variable type of the new value matches the type of the
chosen list element. If a mismatch occurs, an ErrorDialog will notify the user.
The Grow window proYicles all the data~ to spec1f!:l a
l~: the g-owth Ilethod, Mterial, and dopant choices.
The variables chosen in the Ilethod, Mterial and dop~t
fields detenlines the relevant properties that will appe.r
in the list.
New values fer a chosen list elelllel'lt MJ be entered in the
Select ion llrea.
The t~ (eg. iJ1teger, real> of the entered value IlUSt Mtcn
the t~ of the chosen list elelllel'lt, else an error IIleSSage
will appe.r.
Figure 17 Grow Window Help Dialog
A callback procedure is associated with each PushButton. If the user clicks the
'Done' button, the callback will adjust the substrate thickness and layer count
(according to whether a layer is being added, edited, or inserted). It then will update
the DrawingArea to reflect changes. The callback resets the sensitivities of the three
Pullright menus (add, edit, and insert). Lastly, the Grow window is unmanaged.
Should the user press the 'Cancel' button, the Grow window will be
unmanaged. Pressing the 'Help' button manages a HelpDialog that explains the Grow
window's usage. Refer to Figure 17 for this dialog.
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5.2 Grow Window Widget Hierarchy
Figure 18 outlines the Grow window's widget tree. At the peak of the tree
resides the FormDialog, created with a DialogShell and a Form widget and joined by
Label
widget
USelection"
TextField
widget
Material
Pushbutton
widget
"Help"
Layer
widget
"Layer#"
PushButton
widget
"Done"
Method
ToggleButton
gadget
"Composition"
Label
widget
"Method"
ToggleButton
gadget
"Partial Pressuresll
Label widget
"Layer Characteristics"
Figure 18 Grow Window Widget Hierarchy
a Motif convenience routine. The Form widget will be discussed in more depth in the
succeeding section. The first Form child is a Label revealing the layer number of the
data displayed in the window. A Frame sections off a RowColumn in the top-left
corner of the window. The RowColumn contains the growth method ToggleButton
gadgets. A "Simulate Growth From" Label rests above the Frame. The Material and
Dopant areas are constructed in a similar manner as the growth method group (and
because of this are omitted from the figure), except for the differing strings for their
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Label and ToggleButton labels. The Form also parents another Form widget that
contains the 'Done', 'Cancel', and 'Help' PushButtons. The Selection area in Figure
18 consists of a TextField widget and a Label. To construct the layer list area, the
Form parents a Frame to surround a List widget. (A List widget provides capability to
display a list of items, selection of which prompts a callback. However, the user is
unable to edit the list items, as is possible in a TextField widget). The list area is
topped by a "Layer Characteristics" Label.
5.3 Form Attachments
Since the Grow window has several children widgets which needed to be
positioned relative to one another, the Form widget was employed as their parent.
With the Form, children's sides may be attached to one another, to the parent Form,
or to absolute or relative positions on the Form. During any resizing of the Form, all
attachment relations will be maintained.
The Form possesses unique attachment mechanisms to accomplish these goals.
The Motif XmATTACH_WIDGET resource allows an edge of widget1 to attach to the
opposite edge of widget2. For instance, the left edge of widget1 may be attached to
the right edge of widget2. This would prevent widget1's left edge from ever passing
across (from the right) the vertical line running along widget2's right edge.
XmATTACH_OPPOSITE_WIDGET allows an edge of widget1 to attach to the same
edge as widget2. For this case, if the top edge of widget1 was attached to the top
edge of widget2, widget1's top would always align with the horizontal line of
widget2's top. Similarly, XmATTACH_FORM attaches a widget's edge to the same
edge of the parent Form. Should a widget's original position be specified in absolute
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x or y coordinates, an edge's initialized position may be maintained, even after resizing,
with the XmATTACH SELF resource. The Form has the capability of being segmented
into n vertical and horizontal lines. A widget's edge may be attached to one of these
lines through the XmATTACH_POSITION setting. A spacing, in pixels, between
attached widgets can be assured using XmOFFSET.
With these tools the Grow window layout was established as shown in Figure
19. The arrows symbolize the attachment relationships. The arrow head is pointing
to the widget being attached to. The numbers next to the arrows represent the pixel
offsets. Any widget attached to the parent Form utilizes the XmATTACHJORM
setting. As an example, the Number Label uses XmATTACH_FORM to fix its top edge
to the top of the Form, with a constant spacing of 20 pixels. Also notice t!;le 'Help'
PushButton has its top, right, and bottom edges attached to its parent Form with a
zero spacing.
Most of the other arrows with only one edge use XmATTACH_WIDGET. For
example, the Dopant Frame's bottom edge is attached to the top edge of the child
Form with a 20 pixel spacing. (XmATTACH_FORM is not used in this instance since
the Frame is attached to a Form on the same level as itself in the hierarchy. It is not
attaching to its parent Form). A widget being attached to with XmATTACH_WIDGET
need not be directly in line with the first widget. Such a case occurs where the
Method Label is attached to the Number Label. The Number Label is not directly above
the method Label; the attachment is made to the horizontal line passing through
Number Label's bottom edge.
Arrows with three edges represent XmATTACH_OPPOSITE_WIDGET
relationships. The right edge of the Method Frame is attached to the right edge of the
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Layer Frame. Likewise, the bottom of the Method Frame is attached to the bottom of
the Material Frame. No offsets are ever used for this resource.
The parent Form was partioned into 19 vertical and horizontal lines.
XmATTACH POSITION was used to attach the child Form's top edge" to the
seventeenth horizontal line.
With so many attachment relationships, the programmer must take carp. not to
develop any circular dependencies. For example, if widget1 attaches to widget2,
widget2 to widget3, and widget3 to widget1 , the application will soar into an infinite
loop on window creation, trying to calculate the highest-ranking widget. Good layouts
have a widget's attachments all in one direction - all facing outward from the widget
(ie. it is attached to other widgets), or all facing inward (other widgets are attached to
it). It does not matter if other widgets are attached to one widget, and that widget
attaches to its parent Form, since the Form will never continue the loop with an
attachment to one of its children. This is due to the fact that aside from its parent
Form, a widget may only attach to sibling widgets (widgets sharing the same parent).
In addi~ion, each child widget should have at least two adjacent edges attached to
something, in order to keep the widget from moving arbitrarily.
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6. HETERO Material Characteristics Window
6.1 Material Characteristics Window Description
, • III Material Otaracteristics Window :!.I !
Materials
AGaAs
~InP
~ Al<x)Ga(1-x)As
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Figure 20 Material Characteristics Window
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Since SUPREM presently can simulate only the growth of GaAs, it supplies a
material characteristics file for GaAs only. With the addition of the HETERO module,
SUPREM will be capable of hetero (more than one type of material per device) growth.
Consequently, the addition of five more sets of material properties was needed for
SUPREM's reference. The HETERO UI was designed to contain the default property
values which originated from the GaAs file and from various other references for the
other five materials. While the default values are stored in the UI, users may alter
them so that the device file may have customized material properties (in
filename.aux2). HETERO will reference that material file, rather than the SUPREM
material library, during its simulation.
The Haterial CharacUrlstics window displ~ the properties
Mel their arrent values fer each of the six avall~le
Mwials.
The list displ~ the properties of' the selected MUrial.
Hew values for a chosen elellletlt ~ be entered in the
SeIect i a"I area.
The t!Jle of' the entered value (eg. integer, real> ~t
Mtch the t!Jle of the~ list elellletlt, else an ern:r
~ will appear.
'i/
/
Figure 21 Material Characteristics Window Help Dialog
The Material Characteristics window, depicted in Figure 20, allows the user to
view the six available materials, and their corresponding default (or previously altered)
property values. A RadioBox names the materials. The presently-selected material
choice determines which property list is displayed. Every time a choice is made in the
RadioBox, a callback procedure, linked to every ToggleButton in the radio, renews the
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list to display only the selected material's data. The user may type a new value for a
list element in the Selection area. The callback will check for variable type consistency
between the entered value and the current list element. On mismatch, an ErrorDialog
will be posted. Otherwise, the new value will replace the previous value. The 'Done'
button signals completion of any further changes and unmanages the window.
'Cancel' unmanages the window as well. Pressing the 'Help' button invokes a callback
to post a HelpDialog explaining how to use the Material Characteristics window.
Figure 21 shows the help window.
6.2 Material Characteristics Window Widget Hierarchy
Since the components of the window were arranged from top to bottom, a
PanedWindow widget was utilized as the top-level manager widget. The
PanedWindow's unique features were exploited to deliver the window's desired
appearance. A PanedWindow positions its children vertically from top to bottom in the
order that they are created. All children will be sized to have the same width as the
widest child. In addition, a resize box in the upper-right corner of every child allows
the user to adjust the child's height.
Figure 22 outlines the Material Characteristics window's widget tree. A
DialogShell must parent the PanedWindow since it is a top-level widget. A Label
provides the "Materials" title, and the RowColumn and ToggleButtons form the
material RadioBox. The property list resides in a List widget surrounded by a Frame.
A "Material Characteristics" Label rests atop the list. The Selection area is comprised
of a Label "Selection", and a TextField widget. Finally, at the bottom of the window
is a Form which parents the 'Done', 'Cancel', and 'Help' PushButtons.
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Figure 22 Material Characteristics Window Widget Hierarchy
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7. HETERO Grid Characteristics Window
7.1 Grid Characteristics Window Description
When the user previously had to write his own batch file as SUPREM input, he
used command-line options in the file to customize the grid properties. The HETERO
UI now allows him to view the default values of these options in the Grid
Characterisitics window, and change their values if needed. See Figure 23 for this
window. Their values may be stored in auxiliary file filename.aux3, as mentioned in
an earlier chapter. The Grid Characteristics window is essential, as the user will more
•••
Yerbosit!j level 1.000
no~inal internode spacing (UM) 0.005
location of no~inal internode spacing (~) 0.000
~inimu~ cell thickness (~) 0.050
number of cells used in the layer 100.00
Selection
100...
Done III Cancel II I Help
Figure 23 Grid Characteristics Window
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than likely need to customize at least one of the defaults. Since the critical region of
a device may occur in a thickness a fraction of a micron, it is imperative for the user
to recognize the position and adjust the options to focus the grid on that area. The
grid spacing is determined by the layer thickness, number of nodes, nominal grid
spacing, and location of the nominal grid spacing relative to the surface.
The grid window is composed of an option list, a text-entry area, and a set of
PushButtons. As expected, the list houses the grid properties and their values. The
user may alter a value by selecting the list element, and then entering the new value
in the TextField. A callback associated with the TextField verifies the variable types
of both the list element and the new value, and posts an ErrorDialog on mismatch.
:. I]} Help Window :J
The Grid Characteristics window allows for custolllization of
the grid properties.
New values for a chosen. eleillent JIIa\l be entered in the
Selection area.
The t8Pe of the entered value (eg. integer, floating point>
lIlust ~atch the t~pe of the chosen list ele~nt, else an
error Jlessage wi 11 appear.
I--....:..-.---------------.J-
Ok II Hore 1\
Figure 24 Grid Characteristics Window Help Dialog
Otherwise, the callback will replace the current value with the new value. The 'Done'
PushButton signals editing completion and unmanages the window. The 'Cancel'
button also unmanages the window. Refer to Figure 24 for the HelpDialog displayed
when the 'Help' button is chosen.
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Figure 25 Grid Characteristics Window Widget Hierarchy
7.2 Grid Characteristics Window Widget Hierarchy
The design of the Grid Characteristics window, as depicted in the widget tree
of Figure 25, resembles the Material Characteristics window, except for the absence
of a RadioBox. A DialogShell parents the PanedWindow manager widget. The List is
surrounded by a Frame and topped by the "Grid Characteristics" Label. Text entry is
provided by a TextField widget, which has a Label "Selection" above it. A Form
widget parents the 'Done', 'Cancel', and 'Help' PushButtons.
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8. Motif Review
8.1 Advantages
Motif's principle benefit lies in its comprehensiveness and its configurability.
The Motif widget set offers a complete group of building blocks with which to
structure a UI application. Components range from the intricate FileSelectionBox to
the rudimentary Label gadget. From this group the programmer should be able to find
all the objects he needs to piece together his various windows.
8.1.1 Actions
Where a widget does not exist to fulfill the programmer's unique requirements,
Motif enables revision of an existing widget. One way this may be accomplished is
through a widget's internal functions called "actions". Actions are event-prompted
functions defined by the widgets themselves, contrary to the event-invoked callback
procedures specified by the programmer. For example, all widgets (excluding gadgets)
possess the action definition of redrawing themselves on exposure. Another example
is the PushButton's reshading of its borders to give the appearance of being "pushed
in" when the user depresses the left mouse button. Still another is the TextField
widget's set of editing functions for backspacing, insertion, etc.
Event-action pairs are referenced in the widget's translation table. The
programmer may complement the list with new pairs, override selected pairs, or
completely replace all pairs in the table. An example of modifying a widget's
translation table would be to enhance the event handling of the DrawingArea. As it
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stands, the DrawingArea is basically output-only. It provides the functionality to
'display text and graphics in its area,' but lacks event handling aside from the basic
redrawing and reconfigurement. Event-action pairs could be added to color the pixel
at the position where the user depresses the mouse button, and continue coloring the
pixels wherever the user drags the mouse. An application of this could be for free-
form line drawing within a paint program.
8.1.2 Customized Dialogs
Another means to modify an existing widget is to customize a Motif dialog,
such as the FileSelectionDialog, or the QuestionDialog. Adjustments may be minor,
perhaps changing a Label's text or font, or desensitizing a PushButton. Since a dialog
is not an individual widget, but is composed of a collection of widgets, modifications
may go as far as adding or deleting widgets from a dialog instance. For example, the
SelectionDialog consists of a List, a TextField, and a set of PushButtons. Any number
of widgets could be added to the dialog by instantiating them as the dialog's children.
The programmer may wish to add a RadioBox, and a ScrolledList, but remove one of
the PushButtons. To accomplish this, Motif functions provide the programmer the
ability to access handles (pointers) to the dialog's default widgets. With these handles
he may expand or alter their characteristics (for instance, their callbacks), or even
remove widgets, as in the case of the dialog's PushButtons.
Several of the Motif dialogs consist of a DialogShell that parents a particular
widget. The MessageBox, for example, contains a DialogShell with a MessageBox
child. The MessageBox, in turn, parents a message icon, a textual message, and three
PushButtons. To include the MessageDialog's functionality in another widget, the
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MessageBox could be created as a child of that widget. The DialogShell would no
longer be needed, since a Shell parents top-level widgets only. In this manner, it is
possible for a FileSelectionBox, for instance, to be a child of a Form widget, and the
Form to contain several other widgets. At the same time other children may be added
to the FileSelectionBox, and the features of the default children may also be modified.
Although such an unusual design may not be necessary, the flexibility is available. Of
course, the programmer may also build a dialog from scratch, as was done with
HETERO's Material and Grid Characteristics windows.
8.1.3 Importation and Initialization of Widgets
If modification of a widget's translation table or of an existing widget still does
not deliver the needed functionality, the programmer is free to import a widget from
another widget set. Furthermore, Motif allows the programmer to build a personalized
widget from Xt or Xlib, and incorporate it in his application as a new widget class.
8.1.4 User Configurability
The programmer is not the only one who desires flexibility in designing an
application. The end user should also be given some command of an application's look
and feel. To realize this, Motif provides the means for an application to read from
resource files. In these files the user may declare various characteristics on the
application's widgets, including foreground and background colors, dimensions, labels,
border width, and sensitivities. When such resources are hard-coded by the
programmer, they are no longer available for the user's customization. Because of
this, Motif recommends hardcoding only those properties absolutely demanded by the
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application. On the other hand, in case the user does not set any resources, Motif lets
the programmer designate fallback resources. A fallback resource is applied when a
property is neither hardcoded nor user-specified. The fallback permits flexibility for the
user, yet saves properties that are not absolutely essential from having to settle for the
monotony of inherited values.
8.2 Disadvantages
Although Motif is complete and flexible in terms of building widgets, it is not
flawless. Motif lacks robustness in two area: passing data to a callback procedure,
and using compound strings.
8.2.1 Callback Data
Whenever a callback procedure is invoked by an event, certain data, relative to
the widget and the event, is automatically passed to the procedure. Such data is
passed in a widget-specific callback structure and includes parameters such as the
reason the callback was invoked (characteristic of all widgets), the chosen child
element (RowColumn), the widget's window (DrawingArea), and so on. Such UI data
is thus readily available for the procedure's reference.
Callbacks are mainly invoked to handle the functional operations of the
application, rather than to do UI processing. While the callback does require the
widget and event data to be passed to it, it also may need various functional
parameters as well. Unfortunately, Motif only reserves one argument in the
XtAddCaliback definition to pass functional data to the callback. The actual data
cannot be passed. Instead, the address of the variable must be passed, whether or not
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the value altered by the callback should be returned. The only time this is unnecessary
is if the variable is an integer or character; and even then, it is passed only by value,
not by reference (as is expected using C). If the callback must alter the parameter's
value and return the changed value, the variable's address must be passed, plus the
variable must by declared as a global. This is due to the fact that the local variables
lose their scope once the progam returns from the routine that calls XtAddCallback.
In a GUI that employs hundreds of widgets, and thus a similar number of callbacks,
requiring all callback variables to be globals becomes ludicrous in light of good
programming style. Moreover, there is no reason to pass a variable as a procedure
argument if it is a global.
Motif tries to salvage this situation by providing an XmNuserData resource
available for all widgets (except Shells). This resource may be used as a storage area
for any number of arbitrary parameters. Each widget has its own storage area, and
parameter values may be added or retrieved at any time. Unfortunately, such an
implementation is not as efficient as it may appear. The parameters are not actually
stored in the program's memory space, but are sent across the network and stored in
the server. A parameter is then referenced by its ID. Any invocation of adding or
retrieving data from the storage space is actually a request made to the server. Server
requests are queued in a buffer which may not be flushed immediately, thus
introducing a possible delay in the execution. Furthermore, with so many requests to
add and retrieve data for the numerous widgets in an application, traffic on the server
will increase, thus lowing throughput.
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8.2.2 Compound Strings
Another disadvantage with Motif deals with its use of compound strings.
Compound strings represent text in a manner that provides for foreign character sets
(including reading from right to left), and multiple fonts. To accomplish this, the
compound string is comprised of three elements: a font, a direction, and text. All
Motif widgets, except the Text widget, require compound strings when specifying
text. Each string must be converted to a compound string before used as widget data.
Memory for each compound string must also be allocated and deallocated. While
greatly facilitating intricate text, this method becomes tedious when the programmer
is not using decorative strings. The programmer should be given the option to use
either regular text or compound strings.
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9. Further Areas of Investigation
The HETERO UI is part of a continuing project to expand the SUPREM process
simulator. As an initial step towards SUPREM's evolving into a user-friendly
environment, the HETERO UI will allow the user to easily view all possible growth,
layer, material, and grid options, characteristic of the HETERO module. No longer will
the user need to remember the batch-mode syntax. The user will be able to customize
all library files for a device without destroying these default libraries, or altering
SUPREM's search path. SUPREM only allows the user to specify layers in terms of
thicknesses - HETERO will permit a layer's specification via composition, growth rates,
or partial pressures, while also introducing five new materials. The sequence of layers
will be drawn to reflect any changes or editions to the structure. Finally, the user may
scan the filesystem directories, load or save a file under extensive format-checking, or
initialize a new device structure, all without having to begin a new HETERO session.
Along with the HETERO UI's current features, additional expansions are
planned. Another means of defining a layer's growth will be included, called the
"Kinetics" method, to augment the present c'omposition, growth rates, and partial
pressures methods. Choosing this method will invoke a growth simulation program
based on the fundamental molecular reactions occuring in MBE. From the user-
specified element percentages and densities, the program will calculate the thickness
grown in the specified time.
The HETERO UI allows the user to specify layer information relative to a
HETERO module call. Eventually a UI will be developed for each SUPREM module, and
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all will be united by a higher-level SUPREM UI. The SUPREM UI will offer the various
module choices. Choosing an option will invoke the respective module UI. In this
manner, the modules will remain self-contained, yet will exist in a user-friendly
environment. Moreover, data files on the current state of the device will continue to
be transferrable between modules.
Further investigation lies in the area of developing the HETERO UI to control the
actual MBE process. The process engineer would be able to specify the layer data in
HETERO, call the SPLOT module UI to plot the impurity and defect distributions, then
return to HETERO to apply the chosen parameters (cell temperatures, growth time,
etc.) to the MBE machine's operation. An added feature to consider includes the UI's
monitoring of any electrical signals (errors, temperature measurements, etc) occuring
in the MBE machine during the growth process.
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